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(54) System and method for enhanced routing and reservation protocoi

(57) A network node (54. 56, 58 and 60; 130, 132,

134. 136, 138, 140, 142, 144 and 1 46) and a method of

dynamically reconfiguring routes of established connec-

tions in a communications system (52; 110) operate to

provide the optimal path for a new connection based on

a priority status of the new connection. The optimal path

is provided even when a communication link (36, 38, 40

and 42; 152. 154, 156, 158. 160, 162, 164, 166 and 168)

on the optimal path does not have a sufficient amount

of available bandwidth to accommodate the new con-

nection. The network node operates in conjunction with

other network nodes in the system to reroute one or

more established connections that have reserved band-

width on a communication link on the optimal route and

have a lower priority status than the new connection,

thereby increasing the available bandwidth on the com-

munication link to accommodate the new connection.

The network node also performs conventbnal functions

of a router. The network node and the method can be

implemented in any communications system where in-

formation is transmitted in packets, blocks, frames or

cells. The network node includes a reroute-signal gen-

erator (98), a network monitor (96) and a reservation unit

(100) that operate with a CPU (94) of the node to per-

form the rerouting operation.
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DescrlptlcMi

[0001] Th inv ntion relates generally to communica-

tions networks and more particularly to a system and a

method for routing data through multiple network nodes.

[0002] Various communications systems require rout-

ing of voice and data packets, blocks, frames or cells

(collectively referred to herein as "packets") through two

or more network nodes via communication links to pro-

vide connectivity between sites that are located at dif-

ferent networks. 1 n a sophisticated communications sys-

tem, the nodes that provide the connectivity between the

networks operate using a routing algorithm that allows

prioritization of packets that are relayed through the

nodes. For example, voice packets are typically placed

ahead of data packets because the voice packets carry

real-time information.

[0003] In addition to prioritization of packets, the

nodes may be configured to monitor the topology of the

system, including the status of the communication links.

The link status information may include the operational

state and the remaining available bandwidth for each

communication link in the system. Using the link status

infonnation, the nodes compute routing paths to estab-

lish new connections. A reservation protocol may be uti-

lized by the nodes to reserve bandwidth on one or more

communication links that define the computed routing

paths. Such reservation protocol may be necessary to

guarantee space on each communication link along the

routing paths. Tine computed routing paths may vary de-

pendingon routing parameters that are being utilized by

a particular node. The routing parameters may include

the number of hops, the amount of toll charge associat-

ed with the path, and the distance between the two con-

necting nodes.

[0004] In a normal packet traffic condition, the path

chosen by a source node (I.e., the network node asso-

ciated with a connection-originating network) may be

the optimal path in accordance with the prescribed rout-

ing parameters. However, when a communication link

in the optimal path is over-crowded with resen/ations of

established connections, the source node may be

forced to route the new connectfon through a less pre-

ferred path. A concern is that bandwidth of the over-

crowded communication link may be depleted due to a

number of low priority connections that have been pre-

viously routed through the now over-crowded commu-

nication link. The problem arises when the pending con-

nection to be made is a high priority connection, such

as a connection for voice data transmissbn. The con-

nectivity resources of the system are not being utilized

efficiently when the high priority connection must be

routed through a less preferred path, because the opti-

mal path is being utilized by the lower priority connec-

tions.

[0005] The problem will be further described with ref-

erence to Fig. 1. In Fig. 1. a prior art communications

system 10 having networks 12, 14, 16 and 18 is shown.

The networks 12-18 are illustrated as local area net- .

works (LANs). However, the networks 1 2-1 8 can be oth-

er types of network, such as wide area networks (WANs)

or metropolitan area networks (MANs). Each LAN 12-18

5 can support a number of sites that may be physically

kxated in a confined area, such as an office building, a

building complex or a campus. For simplification, only

the LANs 12 and 18 are shown with a number of asso-

ciated sites. The UN 12 includes sites 20. 22 and 24.

10 The LAN 18 includes sites 26, 28 and 30. At each site

20-30, a computer 32 and/or a telephone 34 may be

connected to their respective network.

[0006] The LANs. 12-18 are interconnected by com-

munication links 36, 38. 40 and 42. The communication

IS links 36. 38, 40 and 42 may be in a form of physical com-

munication links, such as fiber optic cables, or in a form

of wireless communication links. The communication

links 36-42 provide connectivity between nodes 44, 45.

48 and 50. The communication link 36 connects the

20 node 44 to the node 46. The communication link 38 con-

nects the node 44 to the node 50. The communication

link 40 connects the node 46 to the node 50. The com-

munication link 42 connects the node 48 to the node 50.

The nodes 44-50 may be gateways, switches or routers

25 having prioritizing and routing capabilities. However, the

nodes 44-50 are identified in Fig. 1 as routers. Each

router 44-50 is associated with one of the LANs 12, 14,

16 and 1 8. The router 44 is associated with the LAN 1 2,

while the router 46 is associated with the LAN 14. The

30 router 48 is associated with the LAN 1 6. whereas the

router 50 is associated with the LAN 18.

[0007] The above-described problem nriay arise in the

following manner. Initially, the packet traffic on the com-

munication links 36-42 is light and much of the band-

35 width on each of the links is available. One of the sites

at LAN 1 2, for example the site 20, may request a data

connection to another site at LAN 18, tor example the

site 26. Assuming that the optimal path for the data con-

nection from LAN 1 2 to LAN 1 8 is through the commu-

40 nication link 38, the router 44 responds to the request

by reserving the required bandwidth on the communica-

tion link 38. As additional data connections are made

through the communication link 38, the available band-

width on the communication link 38 may be down to 5%
45 of its capacity. The established connections through the

communication link 38 may include many data connec-

tions that have a lower priority than voice connections.

At such lime, a site at LAN 12. for example the site 24.

requests a voice connection to a site at LAN 18, for ex-

50 ample the site 28. This voice connection requires 10%

of the total bandwidth of the communication link 38.

When this request is received by the router 44, the router

44 has no choice except to route the voice connection

through the communication links 36 and 40 via the rout-

es er 46 due to lack of sufficient bandwidth remaining on

the communication link 38, even though the optimal path

is through the communication link 38.

[0008] The compulsory routing of the voice connec-
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tion th rough the router 46 can have a negative effect on

the packet traffic at the router 46. Since the voice con-

nection has a high priority, the router 46 must relay the

packets of the voice connection ahead of lower priority

packets that are being transmitted through the estab- s

lished connections via the router 46. The newly intro-

duced voice connection may cause congestion and may

increase the probability of dropped packets at the router

46. In addition, the conventional routing technique inef-

ficiently utilizes the connectivity resources of the system

10, since the high priority connection is routed through

the less preferred path, while the optimal path for the

high priority connection is occupied by the lower priority

connections.

[0009] What is needed is a communications system

and a method that can efficiently utilize the connectivity

resources of the system to provide the best possible

paths for connections according to the priority status of

the connections, regardless of the order in which the

connections were established.

[0010] The invention is defined in the independent

claims, to which reference should now be made. Pre-

ferred embodiments can be found in the dependent

claims.

[0011] Thus, in accordance with one aspect of the

present invention, a network node and a method of dy-

namically reallocating connecting resources in a com-

munication network and/or dynamically reconfiguring

routes of established connections in a communications

system operate to provide the optimal (or primary) path

for a new connection, preferably based on a priority sta-

tus of the new connection. The optimal path is provided

even when a communication link along the optimal path

does not have a sufficient amount of available band-

width to accommodate the new connection. The net-

work node may operate in conjunction with other net-

work nodes in the system to reroute one or more estab-

lished connections (that therefore have resen/ed band-

width) on a communication link on the optimal route and

preferably have a lower priority status than the new con-

nection, thereby increasing the available bandwidth on

the communication link to accommodate the new con-

nection. This rerouting may be by means of a reroute

signal. The network node also performs conventional

functions of a router. Therefore, the network node will

be referred to as an "enhanced router." The enhanced

router and the method can be implemented In any com-

munications system in which information is transmitted

in packets, blocks, frames or cells (collectively referred

herein as "packets").

[0012] In the preferred embodiment, the enhanced

router operates to monitor the status of communication

links in the system by exchanging the status information

with other network nodes. The link status includes the

available bandwidth on the communication links and the

priority status of each presently established connection

that is routed through at least one of the communication

links. Preferably, every network node in the system is

an enhanced router. A network monitor within the en-

hanced router keeps track of the link status of commu-

nication links that are coupled to the enhanced router

by recording information regarding new connections

that have been routed by the enhanced router and re-

garding termination of established connections that had

been routed through the enhanced router. The network

monitor shares the link status information with network

monitors of other enhanced routers throughout the sys-

tem to monitor the current status of every communica-

tion link. The link status information is utilized by the en-

hanced routers to perform the rerouting operation.

[001 3] When a request signal for a new connectbn is

received at the enhanced router from an associated net-

work, such as a local area network (LAN), a central

processing unit (CPU) of the enhanced router computes

the optimal path for the new connection using a routing

protocol that is stored in memory. The request signal in-

cludes information regarding the required bandwidth for

the new connection and the priority status of the new

connection. The CPU determines the priority status of

the new connection by utilizing a prioritization protocol

that is also stored in memory. The enhanced router as-

sociated with the originating network of the new connec-

tion will be referred to as the "source enhanced router,

The enhanced router associated with the terminating

network of the new connections will be referred to as the

destination enhanced router." The optimal path is the

best course from the source enhanced router to the des-

tination enhanced router through one or more commu-

nication links in accordance with prescribed routing pa-

rameters. The routing parameters may include the

number of hops, the amount of toll charge associated

with the path, and the distance between the two con-

necting enhanced routers.

[0014] Using the link status information provided by

the network monitor, the CPU of the source enhanced

router determines whether a sufficient amount of avail-

able bandwidth exists on each communication link on

the optimal route to accommodate the new connection.

If a particular communication link on the optimal route

does not have the sufficient amount of available band-

width, the CPU determines whether there are estab-

lished connections having a lower priority status than

the new connection. The particular communication link

will be referred to as the target link" for clarity. If there

are established connections having a lower priority sta-

tus, the CPU determines whether removing one or more

of these established connections from the target link will

increase the available bandwidth on the target link suf-

ficiently tb accommodate the new connection.

[0015] After a positive detennination that removing

one of more of the established connections will accom-

modate the new connection, the source enhanced rout-

er operates to reroute one of the established connec-

tions through an alternative path to bypass the target

link. In one embodiment, a reroute-signal generator of

the source enhanced router transmits reroute signals to
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the end enhanced routers, i.e.. the source and destina-

tion enhanced routers of the established connection that

is to be rerouted. The end enhanced routers may then

transmit acknowledgment signals to the source en-

hanced rout r for confirmation, utilizing their respective

r route-signal generators. Next, one of the end en-

hanced routers, e.g., the destination enhanced router of

the established connection, may transmit resen/ation

signals using a resen^ation unit to every enhanced rout-

er on the alternate path to resen/e bandwidth on all of

the communication links on the alternate path. The end

enhanced routers then terminate the established con-

nection and re-establish the established connection

through the alternate path, bypassing the target link. In

a situation where the source enhanced router of the new

connection is also one of the end enhanced routers^ the

source enhanced router will perform the functions that

are associated with the source enhanced router and the

end enhanced router.

[001 6] In another embodiment, the source enhanced

routers transmit the reroute signals to the enhanced

routers that are located at the ends of the target link.

These enhanced routers will be referred to as the "target

routers.' The target routers then transmit acknowledg-

ment signals to the source enhanced router in response

to the reroute signals. In this embodiment, the target

routers operate to redirect a portion of the established

connection that is routed through the target link. This

may be accomplished by rerouting that portion through

a secondary path from one target router to the other tar-

get router that bypasses the target link. Initially, one of

the target routers transmits one or more resen/ation sig-

nals to the enhanced routers on the secondary path to

reserve bandwidth on the communication links on the

secondary path. Next, the portbn of the established

connection through the target link is terminated and con-

nected through the secondary path. In a situation in

which the source enhanced router is also one of the tar-

get routers, the source enhanced router will perform the

functions that are associated with the source enhanced

router and the target router.

[0017] The above procedure for removing'an estab-

lished connection from the target link may be repeated

to remove additional established connections, if neces-

sary, to increase the available bandwidth on the target

link to accommodate the new connection. In addition,

the entire process for removing one or more established

connections from the target link may be repeated for oth-

er communication links on the optimal path, if neces-

sary.

[0018] After all of the communication links on the op-

timal path have been prepared for the new connection,

the source enhanced routers may transmit reservation

signals to every enhanced router on the optimal path to

resen/e bandwidth on the communication links on the

optimal path for the new connection. Lastly, the new

connection is established through the optimal path.

[001 9] For a better understanding of the invention and

to illustrate how it may be brought into effect, reference

is made to the exemplary embodiments shown in the

figures, in which:

[0020] Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration of a prior art

5 communications system with conventbnal routers.

[0021] Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of a communi-

cations system with enhanced routers in accordance

with the present invention.

[0022] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram of a method of dynam-

10 ically reconfiguring established connections in the sys-

tem of Fig. 2 in accordance with the present invention.

[0023] Fig. 4 is a biock diagram of the enhanced rout-

er in accordance with the present invention.

[0024] Fig. 5 is a schematic illustration of a complex

IS communications system with enhanced routers in ac-

cordance with the present invention.

[0025] With reference to Fig. 2. a communications

system 52 in accordance with the present Invention is

shown. When applicable, the reference numerals of Fig.

20 1 will be used for the same corinponents depicted in Fig.

2. The communications system 52 includes the net-

works 12, 14, 16 and 18. The networks 12-18 may be

conventional networks, such as LANs, WANs or MANs.

In addition, the networks 12-18 may be of a single type

25 of network or a combination of one or more different

types of networks.

[0026] Each LAN 12-18 can support a number of

sites, such as the sites 20, 22 and 24 or the sites 26, 28

and 30. For simplificatbn, only the LANs 12 and 18 are

30 shown with sites. Each site 20-30 may include a com-

puter 32 and/or a telephone 34 that provide a means to

communicate with other sites in the communications

system 52. The LANs 12. 14. 16 and 18 are associated

with enhanced routers 54, 56, 58 and 60, respectively.

35 The enhanced routers 54-60 are interconnected by th

communication links 36, 38, 40 and 42. The communi-

cation links 36-42 may be in a form of physical commu-

nications links, such as fiber optic cables, or in a form

of wireless communications links.

40 [0027] The enhanced routers 54-60 operate to route

a new high priority connection through an optimal path,

even when bandwidth of a communication link on th

optimal path has been depleted by established connec-

tions. The enhanced routers 54-60 provide the optimal

45 route for the high priority connection by rerouting one or

more of the established connections having a lower pri-

ority through a less prefen-ed path. The rerouting of es-

tablished connections increases the available band-

width on the communication link, thereby allowing the

so high priority connection to be made through the optimal

path,

[0028] The rerouting operation of the enhanced rout-

ers 54-60 will bedescribed with reference to Fig. 3. Fig.

3 is a flow diagram of a method for dynamically recon-

55 figuring established connections in the communications

system of Fig. 2. For simplification, the primary focus of

the description will be network connections made be-

tween the LANs 1 2 and 1 8. The optimal path for the con-
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nections is assumed to be the path provided.by the com-

munication !ink 38 that connects the enhanced routers

54 and 60. This optimal path may be computed by one

of the enhanced routers 54 and 60 when such connec-

tion is being initiated using one or more routing param-

eters. The routing parameters may include the number

of hops, the toll charge associated with the path, and

the distance between two connecting enhanced routers.

[0029] Initially, at step 62, the status of each conrvnu-

nication link 36-42 is monitored by the enhanced routers

54-60. The link status includes the available bandwidth

on the communication links 36-42 and the priority status

of any established connections through the communi-

cation links 36-42. The link status may also include the

operation iai state of the communication links 36-42.

Each enhanced router 54-60 Is able to monitor the sta-

tus of the adjacent communication links 36-42 by keep-

ing track of information regarding the status of the adja-

cent communication links. For example, the enhanced

router 54 will be able to monitor the status of the com-

munication links 36 and 38 by keeping track of new con-

nections that are established by the enhanced router 54

and terminated connections that had been routed

through the enhanced router 54. The information at-

tained by each enhanced router 36-42 is disseminated

among the enhanced routers to continually monitor the

current status of the communication links 36-42.

[0030] At step 64, a request for a connection from an

originating site from the LAN 12 is received by the en-

hanced router 54. For example, the enhanced router 54

may receive the request from the site 20 of the LAN 12,

seeking a connection to the site 26 of the LAN 18. The

request may include informatbn regarding the required

bandwidth for the connection and the priority status of

the connection. Next, at step 66, the enhanced router

54 computes the optimal path for the requested connec-

tion, using the prescribed routing parameters. As stated

above, the optimal path from the LAN 12 to the LAN 18

is through the communication link 38. At step 68, the

enhanced router 54 determines whether the communi-

cation link 38 has a sufficient amount of remaining band-

width to accommodate the requested connection. If so,

at step 70, the enhanced router 54 transmits a reserva-

tion signal to the enhanced router 60 in order to reserve

bandwidth on the communication link 38 to accommo-

date the requested connection. At the following step 72,

the requested connection is established through the op-

timal path via the communication link 38. The reserva-

tion of bandwidth through the communication link 38 en-

sures that packets for the new connection can be routed

through the communication link 38, even when packet

traffic increases on the communication link 38.

[0031] However, if the enhanced router 54 detemnines

that the communication link 38 does not have the suffi-

cient amount of remaining bandwidth at step 68, the

process proceeds to step 74. At step 74, the enhanced

router 54 compares the priority status of the requested

connection with the priority status of established con-

nections that have reserved bandwidth on the commu-

nication link 38 to determine whether any established

connection has a lower priority status than the request-

ed connection. The priority status may include a number
s of levels. The number of levels for the priority status Is

not critical to the invention. If there is no established con-

nection having a lower priority status than the requested

connection, the process proceeds to step 76. At step 76,

the enhanced router 54 transmits reservation signals

10 through a secondary path, the less preferred path. The

secondary path from the enhanced router 54 to the en-

hanced router 60 is through the communication links 36

and 40 via the enhanced router 56. The reservation sig-

nals are directed to the enhanced routers 56 and 60 to

IS reserve bandwidth on the communication links 36 and

40. Next, at step 78, the requested connection is estab-

lished through the secondary path via the communica-

tion links 36 and 40.

[0032] On the other hand, if an established connec-

20 tion with a lower priority status than the requested con-

nection does exist, the process proceeds to step 80. At

step 80, the enhanced router 54 determines whether the

amount of bandwidth that has been reserved by one or

more lower priority connections: when; added to the re-

25 maining bandwidth on the communication link 38, is suf-

ficient to accommodate the requested connection. If the

answer is negative, the process proceeds to step 76, If

the answer is positive, a reroute signal with a protocol

element R is transmitted to the enhanced router 60 by

30 the enhanced router 54, at step 82, seeking authoriza-

tion to reroute one or more of the lower priority connec-

tions through the secondary route.

[0033] At step 84, the enhance router 54 receives an

acknowledgment signal from the enhanced router 60 in

35 response to the reroute signal. Next, at step 86, the en-

hanced router 54 reads the acknowledgment signal to

detenmine whether the enhanced router 60 has ap-

proved the request to reroute. If the acknowledgment

signal indicates that the reroute is not authorized, the

40 process proceeds to step 76. However, if authorized,

reservation signals are transmitted by the enhanced

router 54 through the secondary path, at step 88. The

signals are directed to the enhanced routers 56 and 60

to reserve bandwidth through the communication links

45 36 and 40 to accommodate the lower priority connec-

tions that are to be rerouted. Next, at step 90, one or

more of the lower priority connections are rerouted

through the secondary route. The amount of bandwidth

reserved at step 78 will vary depending upon the re-

50 quired bandwidth to accommodate the rerouted lower

priority connections. The process then proceeds to step

70 to establish the requestedconnection through the op-

timal path.

[0034] Turning to Fig. 4, components of the enhanced

55 router 54 are shown. Since the enhanced routers 54-60

are identical in this case, the enhanced router 54 is rep-

resentative of the other enhanced routers 56, 58 and 60.

The enhanced router 54 includes an interface 92, a cen-
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tral processing unit (CPU) 94, a network monitor 96. a

reroute-signal generator 98. a reservation unit 100. and

memory 102. These components of the enhanced rout-

er 54 operate in conjunction with components ot the oth-

er enhanced routers 56, 58 and 60 to manipulate con-

nections throughout the system 52 in order to ensure

optimal connectivity between the LANs 12-18.

[0035] The interface 92 Includes input/output (I/O) ter-

minals 104. 108 and 108. The interface 92 may include

additional I/O terminals, depending on the network to-

pology. The number of I/O terminals is not critical. The

I/O terminal 104 Is communicatively coupled to the LAN

12. The I/O terminal 106 is coupled to the communica-

tion link 36, while the I/O terminal 108 is coupled to the

communication link 38. The interface 92 allows the en-

hanced router 54 to relay packets of information to and

from the LAN 12 and the routers 56 and 60.

[0036] The CPU 94 is coupled to the interface 92 to

process packets that are being relayed by the enhanced

router 54. The CPU 94 is also coupled to the network

monitor 96, the reroute-signal generator 98, the reser-

vation unit 100 and memory 102. The CPU 94 operates

with components 96-102 of the enhanced router 54 to

perform a number of operations. When a request for a

new connection is received by the interface 92, the CPU
94 determines the priority status of the new connection

by utilizing a prioritization protocol stored in memory

102. Various factors may be taken Into account to de-

termine the priority status of the new connection, such

as the type of connection, the originating site, the des-

tination site, and the required bandwidth. In addition, the

CPU 94 determines the optimal route utilizing a routing

protocol, also stored in memory, along with information

provided by the network monitor 96. The routing proto-

col may utilize one or more of the routing parameters

that were listed in reference to Fig. 3.

[0037] The network monitor 96 keeps track of the sta-

tus of the communication links 36-42 by recording infor-

mation regarding new connections that are made

through the enhanced router 54 and termination of es-

tablished connections that had been routed through the

enhanced router 54. The network monitor 96 shares this

information with other network monitors of the enhanced

routers 56-60 to monrtor the current status of the com-

munication links 36-42. The sharing of link status infor-

mation may involve periodically transmitting an update

signal among the enhanced routers 56-60. The manner

in which network nodes share information is known in

the art. This information is utilized by the CPU 94 to

make decisions during a new connection set-up. The in-

formation concerning remaining bandwidth on the com-

munication link 38 may be utilized by the CPU 94 to de-

termine whether the new connection may be routed

through the communication link 38 without the need to

redirect established connections that have been routed

through the communication link 38. In addition, the in-

formation concerning the priority status of the estab-

lished connections through the communication link 38

may be utilized by the CPU 94 to determin . whether any

-established connection has a lower priority status than

the n w connection that is in the process of being rout-

ed. Furthermore, the information concerning bandwidth

5 reserved by the lower priority connection may be utilized

by the CPU 94 to determine whether th communication

link 38 can accommodate the new connection, if one or

more of the tower priority connections are rerouted

through an alternate path, bypassing the communica-

10 tionlink38-

[0038] The reroute-signal generator 98 provides the

reroute signals that are used by the enhanced router 54

to request rerouting of certain established connections.

In addition, the reroute-signal generator 98 provides the

IS acknowledgment signals that are transmitted in re-

sponse to a reroute signal from another enhanced rout-

er. The reservation unit 100 generates the reservation

signals that are used to reserve bandwidth on selected

communication links. The reroute signals, the acknowl-

20 edgment signals and the reservation signals are trans-

mitted to appropriate destinations by the CPU 94.

[0039] In one embodiment, the network monitor 96.

the reroute-signal generator 98 and the reservation unit

100 are separate devices that include solely hardware

25 to perform their respective functions. In another embod-

iment, these devices Include firmware, In addition to

hardware, to perform their respective functions. In the

preferred embodiment, these devices are embodied in

an algorithm executed by the CPU 94.

30 [0040] The enhanced routers, such as the enhanced

router 54, may be implemented in a more complex com-

munications system than the system 52 of Fig. 2. In Fig.

5, a communications system 110 that includes LANs

112-128 is shown. The LANs 112, 114, 116, 118, 120,

55 122. 124. 126 and 128 are associated with enhanced

routers 130, 132, 134. 136, 138. 140, 142, 144 and 146,

respectively. The enhance routers 130-146 are inter-

connected by communication links 152, 154, 156, 158,

160, 162. 164, 166 and 168.

40 [0041] The rerouting operation performed by the en-

hance routers 130-146 to connect a high priority con-

nection through an optima! route is siinilar to the rerout-

ing operatbn performed by the enhanced routers 54-60

of Fig, 2. The difference is that an optimal path for a con-

45 nection in the system 110 may include more communi-

cation links. Therefore, additional communication links

may be required to be examined by the enhanced rout-

ers 1 30-1 46 during a new connection set-up.

[0042] The rerouting operation performed by the en-

50 hanced routers 1 30-1 46 will be described with an exam-

ple of a high priority connection being initiated from the

LAN 112 to the LAN 124. The high priority connection

to be made requires 1 0% of the bandwidth capacity of

the communicat'ion link 160, In this example, thiere is a

55 sufficient amount of remaining bandwidth on the com-

munication links 152 and 164. However, 95% of band-

width available on the communication link 160 has been

reserved by established connections between various
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networks.

[0043] Initially, a request signal for the new connec-

tion is received by the associated enhanced router 130

fronn the LAN 112. The enhanced router 130 computes

the optimal path in response to the request signal, using ^

the routing protocol. The optimal path will be assumed

to be through the connmunication links 152, 160 and

164. Since the communication link 160 cannot accom-

modate the new connection, the enhanced router 130

examines the established connections that have re-

served bandwidth on the communication link 160. If

there are established connections that have a lower pri-

ority status than the requested connection, one or more

of these established connections are selected to be re-

routed. The number of lower priority connections that

are selected to be rerouted will depend on the required

bandwidth of the new connection and the amount of

bandwidth resen/ed by each of the lower priority con-

nections. Assuming that a lower priority connection be-

tween the enhanced routers 132 and 144 has resen/ed 20

7% of the bandwidth capacity of the communication link

160, this connection may be selected by the enhanced

router 1 30 to be rerouted.

[0044] After the enhanced router 1 30 has selected the

lower priority connection to be rerouted, the enhanced 25

router 1 30 transmits reroute signals to appropriate en-

hanced routers. In one embodiment, the reroute signals

are transmitted to the enhanced routers 136 and 140.

The enhanced routers 136 and 140 then transmit ac-

knowledgment signals to the enhanced router 1 30 in re- 30

sponse to the reroute signals. In this embodiment, the

enhanced routers 136 and 140 operate in conjunction

to reroute a portion of the path of the selected lower pri-

ority connection, i.e., from the enhanced router 136 to

the enhanced router 1 40. through the enhanced router 55

138 via the communication links 158 and 162. The re-

routing may involve one of the enhanced routers 136

and 140 sending a resen/ation signal to the enhanced

router 1 38 to reserve bandwidth on the communication

links 158 and 162. After the reservation is made, the en- 40

hanced routers 1 36 and 1 40 establish the selected low-

er priority connection through the enhanced router 1 38.

[0045] In another embodiment, the enhanced router

1 30 transmits the reroute signals to the end enhanced

routers of the selected lower priority connection, I.e., the

enhanced routers 132 and 144. The enhanced routers

132 and 144 then transmit acknowledgment signal to

the enhanced router 1 30 in response to the reroute sig-

nals. Next, the enhanced routers 132 and 144 terminate

the selected lower priority connection and then re-es- 50

tablish the connection through the-enhanced router 1 38,

bypassing the communication link 160. For example,

one of the enhanced routers 132 and 144 may reserve

bandwidth on the communication links 154, 158, 162

and 1 66. After the reservations, the terminated connec- ^5

tion is re-established through the reserved communica-

tion links 154, 158. 162 and 166.

[0046] After the selected lower priority connection has

been rerouted, the enhanced router 130 transmits res-

ervation signals to the enhanced routers 136, 140 and

142 to reserve sufficient bandwidth on the communica-

tion links 152, 160 and 164 to accommodate th new

connection. Once the communication links 152, 160 and

164 have been resen/ed, the new high priority connec-

tion is established through the optimal route.

[0047] This process of rerouting selected lower prior-

ity connections to increase available bandwidth on a

particular communicatbn link can be repeated on other

communication links on the optimal path, when re-

quired. Therefore, in the above example, if the available

bandwidth on the communication link 152 was not suf-

ficient to accommodate the new high priority connection,

the above-described rerouting procedure would have

been perfomned with respect to the communication link

152 to reroute one or more lower priority connections

that have reserved bandwidth on the communication

link 152. The rerouting procedure ensures that high pri-

ority connections, such as voice connections, will be

routed through an optimal path, even when communi-

cation links on the optima! path have been reserved by

established lower priority connections.

[0048] In situations in \A/hich the enhanced router that

is initiating the new connection is also one of the 'en-

hanced routers that is directly involved in the rerouting

of an established connection, that enhanced router will

be able to perform the functions that are associated with

both of the enhanced routers.

Claims

1. A method of dynamically reallocating connectivity

resources in a communications network (52; 110)

to accommodate routing of a new connection

through a primary path comprising the step of:

providing a primary path for a new connection

by rerouting one or more particular established con-

nections on a communication link (36, 38, 40 and

42; 152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162, 164, 166 and 168)

on the primary path.

2. A method according to claim 1 comprising the steps

of:

monitoring (62) any established connections

that are routed through a communication link

(36, 38, 40 and 42; 152, 154. 156. 158, 160,

162, 164, 166 and 168) that at least partially

defines said primary path, said primary path be-

ing from a source node (54, 56, 58 and 60; 1 30,

132, 134, 136. 138, 140, 142, 144 and 146) to

a destination node (54, 56, 58 and 60; 1 30, 1 32,

134. 136, 138. 140, 142, 144 and 146);

receiving (64) a request to establish said new

connection from said source node to said des-

tination node;

7
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selectively rerouting (90) at least one particular

connection from said established connections

though a secondary path in response to said

request such that said communication link is

bypassed by said secondary path; and

establishing {72)satd new connection through

said prirnary path via said communication link.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2 further compris-

ing a step of selecting (74 and 80) said particular

connection from said plurality of said established

connections, said selection being at least partly de-

termined by a priority status of said particular con-

nect'ion.

4. A method according to claim 3 wherein said step of

selecting (74 and 80) said particular connection in-

cludes determining (74) whether said particular

connection is a data connection for said selection,

and wherein said step of receiving said request is a

step of receiving said request to establish a voice

connection.

5. A method according to any of claims 1 to 4 wherein

said step of rerouting (90) said particular connection

includes redirecting a portion ofsaid particular con-

nection that had been routed through said commu-

nication link (36. 38, 40 and 42; 152, 154, 156, 158.

160, 162, 164, 166 and 168) such that said redirect-

ed portion circumvents said communication link.

6, A method according to any of claims 2 to 5 further

comprising a step of transmitting (88) a reroute sig-

nal from said source node (54, 56, 58 and 60; 1 30.

132. 134. 136. 138, 140, 142. 144 and 146) to a

node (54, 66, 58 and 60; 130, 132. 134. 136, 138.

140, 142, 144 and 146) associated with said partic-

ular connection to request rerouting of said partic-

ular connection.

7, A method according to any of claims 2 to 6 further

comprising a step of receiving (84) at said source

node (54. 56. 58 and 60; 130, 132. 134, 136, 138.

140, 142, 144 and 146) ah acknowledgment signal

from said node (54, 56, 58 and 60; 130, 132, 134,

136, 138, 140, 142, 144 and 146) associated with

said particular connection in response to said re-

route signal.

8, A network node (54. 56. 58 and 60; 1 30, 1 32, 1 34,

136, 138, 140, 142, 144 and 146) in a communica-

tions system (52; 1 1 0) comprising a processor (94)

configured to compute a primary path for a new con-

nection and

a,signal generator (98) to provide a reroute

signal 'when available bandwidth on a communica-

tion link on the primary path Is insufficient to accom-

modate said new connection.

9. A network node according to claim 8 in which^the

reroute signal reroutes an established connection

of tower priority than the new connection.

5 10. A network node (54. 56. 58 and 60; 130, 132, 134.

1 36, 1 38. 1 40, 1 42. 1 44 and 1 46) in a communica-

tions system (52; 110) according to claim 8 or 9

comprising:

10

IS

20

25

30

an interface (92) for receiving and transmitting

data;

said processor (94) being operatively associat-

ed with said interface for signal processing said

data, said processor configured to compute a

prinnary path through said system for a new

connection when requested; and

a monitoring device (96) operatively associated

with said processor tor monitoring a status of a

communication link (36, 38, 40 and 42; 152,

154. 156, 158. 160, 162, 164, 166 and 168)on

said prinnary path;

said signal generator (93) being operatively

coupled to said processor for producing a re-

route signal in response to a request signal re-

ceived by sajd processor to route said new con-

nection, said signal generator configured to

produce said reroute signal when available

bandwidth on said communication link is insuf-

ficient to accommodate said new connection.

11 . A node (54. 56, 58 and 60; 1 30. 1 32. 1 34. 1 36, 1 38,

140, 142: 144 and 146) according to any of claims

8 to 10 further comprising memory (102) that is op-

eratively associated with said processor (94) and

35 said signal generator (98), said memory containing

a prioritization protocol that is utilized by said proc-

essor to determine a priority status of said new con-

nection.

40 12. A node according to claim 11 wherein said prioriti-

zation protocol (102) is configured to identify (64)

whether said new connection is a voice data con-

nection to determine said priority status of said new

connection.

46

13. A node according to any of claims 8 to 12 further

comprising a reservation device (100) coupled to

said processor (94). said reservation device config-

ured to generate a reservation signal to reserve

so bandwidth on an associated communication link

(36, 38, 40 and 42; 152, 154. 156, 158 160, 162.

164, 166 and 168), when requested by said proc-

ss
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